
Ecoshield is an Australian owned business that develops and manufactures innovative, top

quality liquid flooring technology. We place a strong emphasis on health and safety, which is

why our concrete products are environmentally friendly and non-toxic.

If you are looking for advice on product selection or application, ask a Ecoshield professional.

We are always available to share our expertise to ensure you are more than satisfied with the

results.

Our concrete coatings and liquids have been developed for the residential, commercial and

industrial marketplace. Ecoshield have a full range of liquids and consumables such as diamond

tools and coating application equipment.

SHOP NOW

NON-SLIP SOLUTIONS

Ecoshield provides non-slip flooring
systems that are easy to apply and
meet Australian Standards P rating
classifications, specified by Architects
and Engineers. We have a non-slip
solution for every concrete flooring
requirement. 

We have developed a coating that is
ready to use straight from the bucket.
It is ideal for outdoor non-slip
surfaces and achieves a P5 slip
rating.

http://www.ecoshield.com.au/shop-concrete-coating-products


SHOP NOW

SHOP NOW

NON-TOXIC CONCRETE 
COATINGS & LIQUIDS

Ecoshield has a product or system to meet

every concrete coating, sealing and polishing

need.

We offer a range of proven environmentally

friendly flooring solutions for all types of

concrete applications. We have easy to

apply systems that will exceed all concrete

flooring requirements.

A WORLD FIRST IN CLEAR TOP COATS

Ecoshield have developed the world's first water-based Polycarbonate coating

to replace the limited performance of polyurethane. Our Polycarbonate top

coat is the most scratch resistant and 100% UV stable clear coat available.

Polycarbonate is the same material used to make jet aircraft windshields and

bullet proof glass, so it is extremely durable with outstanding clarity.

We have developed these top coats to be fast curing with good working times

so that jobs can be completed in just one day. Our clear top coats provide a

super hard finish to create a brilliant polished  concrete look in Matte, Satin or

Gloss.

DURABLE POLISHED 
CONCRETE PRODUCTS

Ecoshield polished concrete systems are easy

to use, fast curing and extremely tough. We

produce all of our products from pure raw

materials. Our densifiers are not diluted or

filled with silicone, we offer only high solids

polished concrete liquids.

Ecoshield Grout is an acrylic resin with great

adhesion to concrete and does not "pop out"

like other brands.

Our range of quality sealers can create any

sheen level required without compromising

durability or stain resistance.

Having difficulty grinding your concrete floor?

Our range of grinding lubricants and concrete

dissolving chemicals make it easier to cut

floors.

SHOP NOW

http://www.ecoshield.com.au/shop
http://www.ecoshield.com.au/shop-concrete-polishing-products
http://www.ecoshield.com.au/shop-concrete-coating-products


SHOP NOW

SHOP NOW

POLYASPARTIC 
FLOOR COATINGS

Ecoshield's Polyaspartic is the most durable,

abrasion and chemical resistant coating

available in the Australian marketplace. It

will out perform any other coating by any

measure, guaranteed.

Our Polyaspartic can be used on interior,

exterior or any other concrete flooring

applications. It is suitable for a wide range of

concrete uses.

NEED HELP? CONTACT THE EXPERTS

EPOXY 
FLOOR COATINGS

Eco Epoxy Shield is our premium, 100% solids
2-pack epoxy that is extremely yellowing
resistant. 

Our epoxy does not contain volatile solvents,
harmful fillers or extenders making it a pure
epoxy resin designed for safe use on
concrete floors.

Eco Epoxy Shield has excellent adhesion to
concrete and produces a high film build that
flows flat, creating an aesthetically pleasing
surface with no unsightly application marks.
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FRIENDLY STAFF QUALITY PRODUCTS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR ADVICE YOU CAN TRUST, CONTACT ECOSHIELD

http://www.ecoshield.com.au/shop-concrete-coating-products
http://www.ecoshield.com.au/shop-concrete-coating-products
http://www.coatingsextra.com.au/

